
                    
 

 

16.5.2022 

 

 

To the Members of the Cumulus Association 

 

Subject: Candidacy for the Cumulus Executive Board VIII  

 

I wholeheartedly recommend Merav Perez for membership on the next Cumulus Executive Board. As 

an active member of Cumulus, and as the representative of the Holon Institute of Technology (HIT), I 

am sure that she would serve the organization well and contribute to its growth. 

My name is Dr Yael Eylat Van-Essen. I am a researcher and curator, and a lecturer at the HIT Design 

Faculty and Tel Aviv University Art Faculty. I’ve had the pleasure of close academic connection with 

Merav Perez during the past decade. My acquaintance with Merav started when we were both 

members of Shenkar’s academic publishing committee. As committee members, we developed a 

proposal for a series of readers on contemporary design as part of our role. Our professional 

dialogue was particularly fruitful and led to an ongoing relationship, which continued after the end 

of our term on the committee. 

Over the years, Merav has proved to be an excellent academic leader and manager. She is the 

founder of several innovative educational frameworks that bring together designers, artists and 

engineers; among these initiatives is Shenkar's flagship project JamWeek. Today she heads the 

highly acclaimed Industrial Design Department at Shenkar and promotes its academic and 

professional internationalization. She is also the driving force in connecting Shenkar to international 

design networks, such as Design Factory and Sugar Network. 

Her strong and visionary approach to education in the field of design, along with her experience in 

founding and managing diverse projects, collaborations, and academic units, make her a perfect fit 

for the next level of academic activity as a board member. Knowing her professional skills, working  

capacity and innovative approach, I am confident that Merav would make an outstanding member 

of the Cumulus Executive Board. 

 



                    
 

 

Moreover, as an institutional Cumulus representative myself and as an active lecturer and curator in 

major international conferences and exhibitions, I believe that her membership on the board could 

open up new possibilities and entry points for others in the network. Merav could help the network 

expand its agenda and geographical reach, ensuring that Cumulus continues to be a vibrant and 

constantly growing organization. 

 

Sincerely Yours 

 

Dr. Yael Eylat Van-Essen 

Head, International Office 

Design Faculty, HIT  

vanessenyaele@hit.ac.il  
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